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On November, 8, 1895, Wilhelm Conrad von Röntgen, a
professor of physics at the University of Wüzburg (Germany)
discovered the X-rays when it was working with cathode rays
and Crookes tubes. About a century later, on August, 6, 1996,
the Brithis postal service (Royal Mail) issued a stamp
honoring Dorothy Crowfort Hodgkin, a pioneer of protein
crystallography (Great Britain’s first female Nobel laureate,
in 1964, in Chemistry). Postage stamps have always been
offbeat means to remember and/or to paying homage to
events and people that contributed to the development of
science [1,2]. Thus, many of the Nobel laureates of the past
century appear on labels in countries around the world [3]. In
this work, the authors take a quick tour through the main
advances arround X-rays, their use in crystallography, and its
makers. Some dates and few words. Images are responsible
for postage stamps. Unfortunately, the relationship between
science and postal stamps is not understood by everyone in
the same way:

“Physics is the only real science. The rest are just stamp
collecting”.

Ernest Rutherford.
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Western scientists are not well aware of the history of the
USSR science or know it in fragments. The science history
expert G.E.Gorelik wrote, “… the task of Russian scientists is
to help western colleagues overcome the barrier of Cyrillics”.
This paper devoted to the “Discovery of the X-ray Diffraction
Centenary” is also aimed at this aspect of the problem.

The beginning of X-ray analysis in Russia. The advance
experiments on vieving x-ray wave nature were begun before
Easter (07.04.1912). We think that the experiments by
W.Fridrich and P.Knipping were carried out on April 1-3.
M.Laue learnt about the results in a day after that. The first
data on the Laue’s discovery appeared in Moscow in the
autumn 1912 owing to G.Wulf who came back from his
foreign business trip. The first data on the Laue’s discovery
became known to the crystallographer E.Fedorov in
St.-Petersburg in the autumn of 1912; he was informed on the
results of L.Bragg’s research at the end 1913 by the English
crystallographer T. Barker. On 11 February, 1914, at the
session of the Mineralogical Society, E.Fedorov
recommended to elect M.Laue and L.Bragg honorary
members of the Society par acclamation. This is the first
mentioning of Laue-Friedrich-Knipping experiments in the
Russian and, very possibly, world educational literature,
A.Eihenvald’s course “Electricity”, 1913 and the textbook of
Physics by O.Hvalson (author D. Rozhansky) 1914. In Russia
experiments with X-ray diffraction were carried out by M.
Glagolev, B. Zubarev and R. Bursian in 1913.

St.-Petersburg school of X-ray analysis. Systematic
research using X-ray has been conducted at Leningrad State
Physical Technical Institute (LSPTI) since 1919, when
A.Ioffe invited N.Selyakov from Moscow. N.Selyakov was
heading the X-ray laboratory LSPTI. In his autobiography, he
wrote that together with his colleagues they created a base for
the development of x-ray diffraction analysis in the USSR.
The laboratory became famous for its works on glass structure
(L. Strutinsky and A. Krasnikov); martensite nature (G.
Kurdyumov and N. Gudtsov); X-rays thin structure (A.
Krasnikov and T. Stelletskaja). In 1922, N.Selyakov together
with G.Aksenov using X-ray diffraction discovered elastic
stresses in polycrystalline materials. Among N.Selyakov’s
colleagues at LSPTI there were Ê.Alekseeva, O.Zvyagintsev,
M.Korsunsky; E.Kaminskij, B.Finkelstein, A.Alihanov,
L.Artsimovich, V.Arharov and others. In the following time
were V. Mikheev, V. Budaev, E. Sovz. He was an associate
professor at Leningrad Polytechnic Institute (LPI). At LPI,
N.Selyakov delivered the course of lectures on Physics of
X-rays. Later, on the basis of these lectures, there were
published two books – “X-rays and the Structure of
Substance” (1923) and “Technology and X-rays” (1925).
These were the first books in the USSR considering the ideas
of X-ray analysis. In 1924, N.Selyakov published a paper on
defining the sizes of crystallites using P.Debye’s diffraction
ring widening. In 1930 N.Selyakov’s laboratory and he were
repressed. The laboratory was ended.

Moscow school of X-ray analysis. The early period of
this school is represented by Lebedev’s school (N.Uspensky).
P.Lebedev was the first Russian physicists who was
nominated on Nobel prize (1905, 1912). Diffraction graphs of
the rolled metal structures for the first time in the USSR were
published by N.Uspensky and S.Konobejewski (1922); they
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